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Introduction

The task involves labelling of words and phrases
in a sentence with a set of roles such as Trajector,
Landmark, Spatial Indicator, Location, Organi-
zation, Dates and Time. For example:
• Stanford[Trajector, Organization] is
located in[Spatial indicator]
California[Landmark, Location].

• The cat[Trajector] is sitting on[Spatial
indicator] the table[Landmark] since
morning[Time].

Motivation

Various applications of spatial labelling are:
• Controlling a robot by textual or audio
instructions.

• Performing text-to-scene conversion.
• Providing directions on a map based on
textual input.

• Building Geographic information systems.
• Query answering systems

Previous Work

• SpatialML (Mani et al., 2008): Focuses
on geographical information

• Pustejovsky and Moszkowicz (2009):
Considers pivot of the spatial information is
the spatial verb.

• O. Stock (1997) Spatial and Temporal
Reasoning.

In all these previous work very specific and
application-dependent relations from text were
extracted. None of them have covered spatial
relation and role extraction using machine
learning methods.

Methodology

Figure 1: Methodology flowchart

Other feature detection (CRF)

Let x1:N be the observations (e.g., words in a doc-
ument), and z1:N be the labels (e.g., tags), then
a linear chain Conditional Random Field (CRF)
defines a conditional probability

p(z1:N |x1:N) = exp(
∑N

n=1
∑F

i=1 λifi(zn−1, zn, x1:N))
Z

where Z is the normalization For each position,
we sum over i = 1 . . . F weighted features. The
scalar λi is the weight for feature fi() . Example
of feature function can be

fi(zn−1, zn, x1:N) =
{

1, zn=PER & xn=John
0, o/w

We have used the nltk library for Name Entity
Tagging which is a trained CRF model based on
CoNLL, MUC and ACE dataset.

Results

Figure 2: Spatial indicator identification results

Example result:
• Stanford[Trajector] is located in[Spatial

indicator] California[Landmark,
Location], United[Location]
States[Location].

Figure 3: Basic dependencies

Future Work

• The feature set for the spacial indicator
classification can be improved by using
word2vec.

• Incorporate spatial relations such as path,
direction, distance, motion etc.

• Develop a method to incorporate multi-word
prepositions as spatial indicators.

• Incoperating linear chain conditional random
field in the prediction of trajector and
landmark
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